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Sheppard’s corrections for grouping can, in the case of an underlying normal 
distribution, be interpreted as a first step to the solution of the maximum likelihood 
equations which incorporate the grouping problem. This result of Lindley (for the 
univariate) and Haitovsky (for the bivariate) is generalized to the multivariate 
normal distribution, making use of recent results in matrix algebra. Also, formulae 
concerning the efficiency lost in grouping are generalized to the multivariate case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If the observations on some random vector are grouped, the problem 
arises how to estimate the parameters of the original distribution from the 
grouped observations. Sheppard’s corrections on the moments of the grouped 
distribution are available if the grouping scheme is equidistant (see, e.g., 
Kendall and Stuart [3]). 
These corrections are used with various rationalizations: they can be 
derived (i) as approximations to the grouping error made in computing 
moments of a distribution which possesses high contact with the axis at the 
terminals of its range; (ii) as corrections which are exact on the average 
when different grouping schemes are considered; or (iii), in some special 
cases, as the first step to the solution of the maximum likelihood equations 
which incorporate the grouping problem. 
This last property puts Sheppard’s corrections in a more interesting 
perspective, and was first stated and proved by Lindley [4] for a univariate 
normal distribution. Haitovsky [2] derived the same property for a bivariate 
normal with considerable effort in (straightforward) algebra. 
In this note the same results are obtained for a multivariate normal 
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distribution, with the help of recently developed formulae in matrix algebra. 
Also, formulae concerning the efficiency lost in grouping are generalized to 
the multivariate case. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
We consider a sample from an m-dimensional distribution F, which is 
grouped according to some predevised scheme. Sheppard’s corrections are 
only applicable if the grouping is equidistant, i.e., each group is a cell in IR” 
of some definite size h, x h, x . . . x h, . The grouping scheme is then 
characterized by some group midpoint a, E F?” and the vector 
h = (h,, h, ,..., h,). 
We denote the disjoint groups thus defined by A I ; A, c iRm and their 
midpoints by a, ; Q[ E iR” (I = 0, 1, 2,...). The grouped sample is given by n,, 
nil n, ,... where n, is the number of observations in group A,, or by the 
“grouped observations” y, , y2 ,..., y,, , obtained by identifying each obser- 
vation with the group midpoint. (Random variables, vectors and matrices are 
set in bold type). 
We assume that F possesses a four times continuously differentiable 
density f; partial derivatives of F and f are indicated by suitable indexation. 
When F is multivariate normal with expectation ,u E mm and (nonsingular) 
variance matrix R, we consider the parametervector 19= 01’ w’)‘, where o 
consists of the $m(m + 1) distinct elements of Q. In fact we choose 
w = L vet a, where L is the (im(, + l), m’) elimination matrix which 
eliminates all supradiagonal elements of L2 from its vector representation 
vet l2. 
This elimination matrix L and its companions the duplication matrix D, 
the commutation matrix K and the matrix N= f(1+ K) are, sometimes 
under different names, studied in recent papers on matrix algebra. In this 
note we follow the definitions and terminology of Magnus and 
Neudecker [5], where a large collection of theorems on these matrices is 
presented and proved (for other papers on the subject, see the references in 
151). 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
We will use the following lemmas’: 
LEMMA 1. (cf. [3, p. 1071). 
’ Proofs can be obtained from the author on request. 
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where O(hm + “) is a rest of (m + 4)th order in the h,, and (-jh, ih] denotes 
the m-dimensional cell (-jh,, ih,] X (-$h,, fh2] x .+a X (th,, fh,]. 
LEMMA 2. For a multivariate normal F we have 
(0 g&log f(x; 0) 
-Q--l =Z -D’(raP @ (x -pyn-1)’ 
-p?-’ @ (x -/fu)‘a-‘)D 
f~‘(f2-‘@n-‘)D-D’[R-‘@R-‘(x-p)(x-p)’R-’]D 
and, writing g(x; 6) = Cr= 1 (l/24) h&&; Q/f@; 0 we have 
(ii) $- g(x; 0) 
( 
-2~-%2-‘(x-~) 
= 
-D’“ec[2~-‘Hn-‘(x-Cl)(x--)‘R-‘-n-’H~-’] 
where H is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
h;/24, h;/24,..., h;/24. 
LEMMA 3. For F, g and H as in Lemma 2 and x having distribution 
function F, we have 
(i) (Sgb;8)&lol?f(x;e)= (i -zor(~-~-l@‘Q-lHQ-‘)o)’ 
(ii) g & g(x; e) 
0 
2~‘(fJ-‘H,Q-’ @L!-’ +a-’ @ R-‘Hf?--I)D ’ 
4. LINDLEY'S CORRECTIONS 
Lindley 141 proposed the following strategy to tackle the estimation 
problem in case the observations are grouped according to some equidistant 
grouping scheme: first solve the “crude” maximum likelihood equations 
which ignore the grouping, using the grouped observations y , , yz ,..., y,, : 
n a 
,Tl z log f(Y i ; 0) = 0. 
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Then, use the solution 6, as initial approximation to the true (approximate) 
maximum likelihood equations and solve these by Newton’s method; the first 
step may suffice, and yields the Lindley, correction A on 6,. 
The true loglikelihood of the grouped observations yl, yz,...,yn may be 
derived using Lemma 1: 
+ & f hi * fkk(yi; @ + Och4) 1 * 
k?l 
Omission of the rest-term and differentiation with respect to 19 gives the 
(approximate) ML-equations 
Thus, Lindley’s corrections are (cf. [4, p. 107)) 
with 8, from Cj’= 1 (a/a0) log f (yi; a,) = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Lindley’s corrections equal Sheppard’s corrections if F is 
multivariate normal. 
ProoJ 8, is given by 
and 
p. = L c yi 
n i=l 
nO=+ ,f (Yi-@po)(Yi-fiO)‘* 
;I; 
From Lemma 2 we find 
; i & loiS S(Yi G eO) = 
1 ;- 
I-I i 
-&’ 
0’ 
0 
-fD’@, 0 d,‘)D 1 
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and 
1 .q ;: ih2LfQ= 0 
F i+$ kk, 24 k a@ f(Y, ; w -D’ vec(&‘Ha;‘) 
Using the properties of D, L and N [5, Sects. 3 and 41, Lindley’s correction 
vector is 
A= &I 
0 
0 2LN(&, @ f&J NL’ ’ ) =(-Lv:c2H)* -D’ vec(b;‘H&‘) 
Now remember A represents corrections on 8, = (jib Sk)‘, where 
OO=LvecO,, and recall our definition of H as a diagonal matrix with 
diagonal elements hf/24,..., hk/24. We can then see that Lindley’s 
corrections are zero for pi and wij (izj), and -hi/12 for Wii 
(i, j = 1, 2 ,..., m). 
Indeed, these are also the familiar Sheppard’s corrections (for a 
multivariate derivation of the latter, see Wold [6]). 
5. EFFICIENCY 
Again Lemma 1 is useful in generalizing Lindley’s formula [4, p. 1091 for 
the asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator from the 
grouped observations (cf. Haitovsky [2, p. 741). We obtain, approximately, 
v= -ncf 
[ 1 
a* log j-(x; l9) 
ae cw 
a2 fkk(X; @ 
log f(x’ @ + ae ae’ J-(X; e) 
-’ 
’ 
where x has (ungrouped) distribution function F. For multivariate normal F 
we have from Lemmas 2 and 3: 
(0-l - 2fY-‘HP’)-’ 0 
0 {fD’[(W’-4R-‘HO-‘)@W’]D}- 
This should be compared to the asymptotic variance of the ungrouped 
maximum likelihood estimator, 
THEOREM 2. The e#kiency (measured by the quotient of generalized 
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variances) of the grouped relative to the ungrouped maximum likelihood 
estimator in the multivariate normal case is 
m 
n (1 - AJ for the m-vector p of means 
i=l 
and (independently) 
Q, (l--i--j) f or t e ‘m h z ( m + 1)-vector 0 = L vet 0 of (co)variances, 
\ 
where Ai (i = l,..., m) denote the eigenvalues of 2HJ2-‘. 
Proof: Denoting the required effkiencies by eff@) and eff(w), respec- 
tively, we have 
effCu)=(~n(/l~n-‘-2~n-‘H~-1(-1=(Z-2Hn-1(= fi (l-Ai)* 
i=l 
Writing Q = Z - 4H.W’, we also have 
eff(o)=I2LN(.ROn)NL’J/JID’(~-‘OR-’)(QOZ)D)-’ 
=~LN(f2@O)NL’D’(R-‘@J2-‘)(Q@Z)D~. 
Using the properties of D, L and N [5, in particular Lemma 4.51 we obtain 
eff(o)=ILN(Q@Z)DI=2- ncn+‘M2~L(Q@Z+Z@Q)DI 
=2-“‘“+‘“2~(l-2~i+l-2~j)=~(l-IZ.-n.) I I * 
i<j i<j 
Remarks. We tacitly have assumed that Z - 4HsZ-’ is positive definite, 
which implies a (rather large) upper bound on h. The assumption that h is 
suffkiently small is in fact already needed in the approximation of V. 
Note that if m=l we have ,I= (l/l 2) h’/a* and thus 
eff(u) = 1 - (l/12) h2/u2; eff(w) = 1 - ih2/a2. 
This last formula conforms to the one reported in [4, p. 1091. 
Furthermore, if m = 2 we have A, + A, = (1/12)(h:/o: + hi/a:)/(l -p’) and 
1, A, = O(h4), yielding 
eff(u) = 1 - (1/12)(hf/a: f h:/o:)/(l -p’) + D(h4), 
eff(w) = 1 - f(hf /of + h:/u:)/( 1 - p”) + O(h4). 
Here w consists of three elements, and thus the result seems to be consistent 
with [2, p. 74, (6.16)]. 
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6. REMARK 
This note should not be interpreted as a strong recommendation for the 
use of Sheppard’s corrections in multivariate problems. Indeed, Daniels [ 1 ] 
has shown that high correlation between two random variables may seriously 
affect the adequacy of the (zero) Sheppard correction on their product 
moment. Thus, it is the author’s opinion that Sheppard’s corrections should 
be handled with even more care in the multivariate than in the univariate 
case. 
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